INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this brief communication is to draw attention to the ever greater importance attributed to the theoretical model proposed once before, explaining the essence of neuronal circuits that realize imaginations, it means which recall the mental images. This is important for understanding the essence of consciousness.
This investigations upon this idea began already in 1974 [1] . The first English language paper was published in 2001 [1] . The extensive description of the model was published in 2013 [2] .
The authors of the book entitled: "Awareness? It's very simple!" formulate their theory of consciousness based on this particular model [3] .
The theory is consistent with the current state of knowledge, but the model is simple enough to be able to use for teaching.
The elaborated model helps explain specific processes such as imagining future situations, novel objects, and anticipated action, as well as imagination concerning oneself, which is indispensable for the sense of identity and selfawareness.
We attempt to present here this model of neural circuitry using mainly some intuitive, demonstrative figures. We think that the model presented here is helpful in teaching the basics of knowledge about the functioning of the brain. A very important phenomenon essential for understanding the nature of creating mental images is the oscillation between neurons of the upper and lower levels of hierarchical structures creating perceptions.
PRESENTATION OF
The importance of top-down pathways in creation of mental images has been recognized for several years [9] . Marcel Mesulam, in an early theoretical review paper, wrote: "Many aspects of cognition may represent an iterative neural dialogue between sensory-fugal connections, which reflect the physical nature of ambient events, and sensory-petal connections, which infer the nature of the stimulus based on empirical accounts of past experience. These reciprocal pathways, embedded within the internally generated oscillations of the brain, are further modulated by top-down projections from high-order association cortices, most prominently located in prefrontal cortex. This set of top-down projections has the capacity to transcend experience-based representations and to insert internally generated priorities into the interpretation of ongoing events" [9] . Gilbert and Siegman expressed similar opinions in their review papers, but they emphasized the role of cortico-thalamic top-down influences [10] . Fietta, in a subsequent review paper, wrote: "Top-down projections from high-order associative cortices confer the ability to transcend experience-based representations, promoting individually-sculpted interpretations, as well as mental imagery, thought, and abstraction" [11] . This is a rather metaphorical dictum. A more concrete neurophysiological sense has been accorded to the phenomenon of oscillations. Zhang stated that rhythmic neural activity exists all over the nervous system, in structures as diverse as the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, subcortical nuclei, and sense organs [13] .
A more recent experimental paper published by Whitman et al. [14] pointed out that the fMRI-BOLD study is able to capture states changing relatively slowly. These authors are convinced that low-and high-frequency oscillations work in concert, coordinating neural activity into whole-brain functional networks [14] .
It appears that oscillations between higher level neurons and lower level neurons of hierarchical structures have an essential character. This was appreciated and carefully discussed by Lou et al. [12] .
To comprehend the importance of oscillations between subcortical structures (hippocamp, thalamus) and the cerebral cortex -for teaching purposes -it is useful to consider Figures 3 and 4 .
Almost all cortical neurons have recurrent axons. This was demonstrated by Carpenter's histological pictures of the cytoarchitecture of the cortex. These ramifications are necessary to start top-down pathways to activate the lower levels of the hierarchical structures at the moment of the stimulation of an object neuron from the side of the speech area or during complex mental processes, especially problemsolving. When the neuron of a known object is stimulated, next the activation returns -by means of recurrent axons or generally by reproductive pathways -to lower levels of the hierarchical structure, consolidated previously during perceptions and the learning process. Downward activation can even proceed to a lower projection level, such as the occipital cortex, causing vivid dreams or hallucinations.
When such a structure is activated from below by repeated perceptions, the object neuron is further stimulated by the cortex-hippocampal indexing loop. Thus, the structure of a known, recognized object is stimulated from 2 directions. When the object neuron is stimulated from the speech area, the mental image (a remembrance) is recalled. The neural mechanism of the mental imagery consists in the circulation of impulses up and down along superior levels of the hierarchical structure, which is maintained by the cortexhippocampal indexing loops (see Figures 3 and 4) .
Figure3. Two kinds of connections reach so called 'object neurons'. One of them, going from the side of hypothalamus and amygdale is active in the case of emotional arousal and take part in the consolidation of the long-term memory traces. The second connection constitutes the oscillating loop, which cause that the evoked mental image is aroused for the time necessary for the action of the working memory.

Figure4. Three layers of the hierarchical structure of neurons integrating sensory information, for instance -in
the visual pathways. It is also necessary to be aware that in the above-mentioned neuronal hierarchical structures active in recognizing objects, there are neurons that recognize situations and are active in additional aspects of perception such as spatial relations. Remembrances of a complex situation can be recalled from the memory by words such as "travel", "holidays", "harvest", "wedding", and "dancing".
The excitation of such complex imagination begins from activation of neurons located above the temporal lobes. Greenberg 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE MODEL FOR THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE MECHANISMS UNDERLYING THE CONSCIOUSNESS
It seems that the basic mechanism of the selfconsciousness consists on the self-excitation (reentrant processing) of neuronal circuits in cerebral subcortical structures and thalamocortical pathways. The precursors of this theory was Rodolfo Llinas, who proposed the theory of thalamo-cortical-resonance (oscillation) [16] .
Georg Northoff developed this theory. According to him, one of the necessary factors for self-consciousness, is neuronal oscillations in the brainstem and midbrain [17] .
So already at the begining of ontogenetic and phylogenetic development, not by reason of external stimuli from external world, but because of the structural necessity of "conscious information processing systems", the neural circuits are formed which triggers themselves. This is emphasized by Giulio Tononi the author of the theory of consciousness resulting from the integration of information [18, 19] . The mathematician Marcus Du Sauton, after the discussion with Giulio Tonioni, states that the basic characteristic of conscious systems is the existence of numerous asymmetric feedback connections (which is expressed or can be measured by the value of Φ -parameter) [20] . Recognition of Rodolfo Llinas and Georg North off's inference as convincing opens the door to consideration of Hales's hypothesis, which assumes that secondary electric magnetic fields is possible generated on the basis of the electric pulses circulation [21] .
